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This is a list of conspiracy theories that are notable. Many
unproven conspiracy theories exist with varying degrees of
popularity, frequently related to clandestine government
plans and elaborate murder plots.
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Philosophy News | What Are Conspiracy Theories?
Conspiracy theorists get a seriously bad press. Gullible,
irresponsible, paranoid, stupid. These are some of the
politer labels applied to them, usually by establishment
figures who aren t averse to promoting their own
conspiracy theories when it suits them.
List of Top Conspiracy Theorists | Exemplore
An expert on JFK conspiracy theories, Jim Marrs is a bestselling author, former journalist and police reporter, and
one of the most prominent researchers in the genre of
conspiracy theory. His book Crossfire: The Plot That
Killed Kennedy has sold over 1.5 million copies.
Philosophy News | The Logic of Conspiracy Theories
III ...
To use a non-conspiracy example, a politician might argue
that they are competent in foreign policy by giving
examples of their success in this area. There are a variety
of ways this argument can be used in the context of
conspiracy theories. One is to argue for the existence of
conspiracies in general by providing examples that purport
to show that conspiracies do occur. For example, a Flat
The psychology of conspiracy theories - OpenLearn Open ...
A theory of conspiracy theories Where does this leave the
psychology of conspiracy theories? Clearly, looking for
stable psychological characteristics or cognitive biases that
differentiate believers from sceptics may not be the most
productive avenue for research to pursue.
A Puzzle About Conspiracy Theorists (Part I) |
Philosophy Talk
I attended a talk about conspiracy theories at the end of
July. That talk has played on my mind since, especially
given the recent banning of Alex Jones, that prominent
purveyor of conspiracy theories, from Apple, Facebook,
YouTube, and Spotify.
Conspiracy theory - Wikipedia
A conspiracy theory is an explanation of an event or
situation that invokes a conspiracy by sinister and
powerful actors, often political in motivation, when other
explanations are more probable. The term has a pejorative
connotation, implying that the appeal to a conspiracy is
based on prejudice or insufficient evidence. [5]
Search results for `Conspiracy theories` - PhilPapers
The purpose of this doctoral project is to explore the
epistemic issues surrounding the concept of the conspiracy
theory and to advance the analysis and evaluation of the
conspiracy theory as a mode of explanation.
Conspiracy Theory | Definition of Conspiracy Theory
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by ...
Conspiracy theory definition is - a theory that explains an
event or set of circumstances as the result of a secret plot
by usually powerful conspirators. How to use conspiracy
theory in a sentence.
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